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A Drop Around the World Nov 24 2019 A drop of rain is a drop of
life--a drop of eternity. Barbara Shaw McKinney and illustrator
Michael Maydak take us on an "out of sight" journey from Maine to
Mumbai, with just one raindrop as it touches plant, animal, and human
life all around the world. Traveling with Drop, readers will see the
world, inside and out, from solid, liquid, and vaporous viewpoint. Full
color.
The Book of Why Aug 14 2021 A Turing Award-winning computer
scientist and statistician shows how understanding causality has
revolutionized science and will revolutionize artificial intelligence
"Correlation is not causation." This mantra, chanted by scientists for
more than a century, has led to a virtual prohibition on causal talk.
Today, that taboo is dead. The causal revolution, instigated by Judea
Pearl and his colleagues, has cut through a century of confusion and
established causality -- the study of cause and effect -- on a firm
scientific basis. His work explains how we can know easy things, like
whether it was rain or a sprinkler that made a sidewalk wet; and how
to answer hard questions, like whether a drug cured an illness. Pearl's
work enables us to know not just whether one thing causes another: it
lets us explore the world that is and the worlds that could have been.
It shows us the essence of human thought and key to artificial
intelligence. Anyone who wants to understand either needs The Book
of Why.
Unsettled Jun 12 2021 "Unsettled is a remarkable book—probably the
best book on climate change for the intelligent layperson—that
achieves the feat of conveying complex information clearly and in
depth." —Claremont Review of Books "Surging sea levels are
inundating the coasts." "Hurricanes and tornadoes are becoming
fiercer and more frequent." "Climate change will be an economic
disaster." You've heard all this presented as fact. But according to
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science, all of these statements are profoundly misleading. When it
comes to climate change, the media, politicians, and other prominent
voices have declared that "the science is settled." In reality, the long
game of telephone from research to reports to the popular media is
corrupted by misunderstanding and misinformation. Core
questions—about the way the climate is responding to our influence,
and what the impacts will be—remain largely unanswered. The climate
is changing, but the why and how aren't as clear as you've probably
been led to believe. Now, one of America's most distinguished
scientists is clearing away the fog to explain what science really says
(and doesn't say) about our changing climate. In Unsettled: What
Climate Science Tells Us, What It Doesn't, and Why It Matters, Steven
Koonin draws upon his decades of experience—including as a top
science advisor to the Obama administration—to provide up-to-date
insights and expert perspective free from political agendas.
Fascinating, clear-headed, and full of surprises, this book gives
readers the tools to both understand the climate issue and be savvier
consumers of science media in general. Koonin takes readers behind
the headlines to the more nuanced science itself, showing us where it
comes from and guiding us through the implications of the evidence.
He dispels popular myths and unveils little-known truths: despite a
dramatic rise in greenhouse gas emissions, global temperatures
actually decreased from 1940 to 1970. What's more, the models we
use to predict the future aren't able to accurately describe the climate
of the past, suggesting they are deeply flawed. Koonin also tackles
society's response to a changing climate, using data-driven analysis to
explain why many proposed "solutions" would be ineffective, and
discussing how alternatives like adaptation and, if necessary,
geoengineering will ensure humanity continues to prosper. Unsettled
is a reality check buoyed by hope, offering the truth about climate
science that you aren't getting elsewhere—what we know, what we
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don't, and what it all means for our future.
Open Science: the Very Idea Feb 08 2021 This open access book
provides a broad context for the understanding of current problems of
science and of the different movements aiming to improve the societal
impact of science and research. The author offers insights with regard
to ideas, old and new, about science, and their historical origins in
philosophy and sociology of science, which is of interest to a broad
readership. The book shows that scientifically grounded knowledge is
required and helpful in understanding intellectual and political
positions in various discussions on the grand challenges of our time
and how science makes impact on society. The book reveals why
interventions that look good or even obvious, are often met with
resistance and are hard to realize in practice. Based on a thorough
analysis, as well as personal experiences in aids research, university
administration and as a science observer, the author provides - while
being totally open regarding science's limitations- a realistic narrative
about how research is conducted, and how reliable ‘objective’
knowledge is produced. His idea of science, which draws heavily on
American pragmatism, fits in with the global Open Science movement.
It is argued that Open Science is a truly and historically unique
movement in that it translates the analysis of the problems of science
into major institutional actions of system change in order to improve
academic culture and the impact of science, engaging all actors in the
field of science and academia.
How the World Really Works Mar 09 2021 INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER “A new masterpiece from one of my favorite
authors… [How The World Really Works] is a compelling and highly
readable book that leaves readers with the fundamental grounding
needed to help solve the world’s toughest challenges.”—Bill Gates
“Provocative but perceptive . . . You can agree or disagree with
Smil—accept or doubt his ‘just the facts’ posture—but you probably
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shouldn’t ignore him.”—The Washington Post An essential analysis of
the modern science and technology that makes our twenty-first
century lives possible—a scientist's investigation into what science
really does, and does not, accomplish. We have never had so much
information at our fingertips and yet most of us don’t know how the
world really works. This book explains seven of the most fundamental
realities governing our survival and prosperity. From energy and food
production, through our material world and its globalization, to risks,
our environment and its future, How the World Really Works offers a
much-needed reality check—because before we can tackle problems
effectively, we must understand the facts. In this ambitious and
thought-provoking book we see, for example, that globalization isn’t
inevitable—the foolishness of allowing 70 per cent of the world’s
rubber gloves to be made in just one factory became glaringly obvious
in 2020—and that our societies have been steadily increasing their
dependence on fossil fuels, such that any promises of decarbonization
by 2050 are a fairy tale. For example, each greenhouse-grown
supermarket-bought tomato has the equivalent of five tablespoons of
diesel embedded in its production, and we have no way of producing
steel, cement or plastics at required scales without huge carbon
emissions. Ultimately, Smil answers the most profound question of our
age: are we irrevocably doomed or is a brighter utopia ahead?
Compelling, data-rich and revisionist, this wonderfully broad,
interdisciplinary guide finds faults with both extremes. Looking at the
world through this quantitative lens reveals hidden truths that change
the way we see our past, present and uncertain future.
Science for Policy Handbook Jan 27 2020 Science for Policy Handbook
provides advice on how to bring science to the attention of
policymakers. This resource is dedicated to researchers and research
organizations aiming to achieve policy impacts. The book includes
lessons learned along the way, advice on new skills, practices for
individual researchers, elements necessary for institutional change,
and knowledge areas and processes in which to invest. It puts cocreation at the centre of Science for Policy 2.0, a more integrated
model of knowledge-policy relationship. Covers the vital area of
science for policymaking Includes contributions from leading
practitioners from the Joint Research Centre/European Commission
Provides key skills based on the science-policy interface needed for
effective evidence-informed policymaking Presents processes of
knowledge production relevant for a more holistic science-policy
relationship, along with the types of knowledge that are useful in
policymaking
The Curious Kid's Science Book Mar 21 2022 What happens if you
water plants with juice? Where can you find bacteria in your house? Is
slug slime as strong as a glue stick? How would your child find the
answers to these questions? In The Curious Kid's Science Book, your
child will learn to design his or her own science investigations to
determine the answers! Children will learn to ask their own scientific
questions, discover value in failed experiments, and — most
importantly — have a blast with science. The 100+ hands-on activities
in the book use household items to playfully teach important science,
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technology, engineering, and math skills. Each creative activity
includes age-appropriate explanations and (when possible) real life
applications of the concepts covered. Adding science to your at-home
schedule will make a positive impact on your child's learning. Just one
experiment a week will help build children's confidence and
excitement about the sciences, boost success in the classroom, and
give them the tools to design and execute their own science fair
projects.
Journey to Civilization Jul 21 2019 How was the world made and
how did we get here? All human cultures have ancient accounts of the
creation of the Earth, and people, that have been passed down through
an oral tradition of storytelling, until they were eventually written
down. These traditional comological stories have universally
importance: they define our place in the universe and gave meaning to
our existence. Journey to Civilization: The Science of How We Got
Here reveals a new cosmological story that is based on the evidence
and skepticism of science. It explores and explains the science itself,
from the physics of stars and the formation of rocky planets, to the
evolution of life and the epic journey of humans out of Africa to nearly
every continent the Earth. There has never before been one creation
story that was shared by all the people of the world. Today, however,
nearly all of humanity shares the methods and products of science.
Science has become a universal language across all cultures; and thus
the new creation story produced by science is the story of all the
people of the world. It is the common ground upon which we all stand.
Journey to Civilization is written for the non-scientist in clear, straightforward language, and is richly illustrated with diagrams, charts, and
beautiful color graphics and photographs. It will enrich the reader’s
understanding of science, and it will change their view of humanity
and our place in the universe.
Real Science in Preschool Jul 25 2022
Science and Health Oct 16 2021
Network Science Dec 18 2021 Illustrated throughout in full colour,
this pioneering text is the only book you need for an introduction to
network science.
Getting to the Heart of Science Communication Apr 10 2021 Scientists
today working on controversial issues from climate change to drought
to COVID-19 are finding themselves more often in the middle of deeply
traumatizing or polarized conflicts they feel unprepared to referee. It
is no longer enough for scientists to communicate a scientific topic
clearly. They must now be experts not only in their fields of study, but
also in navigating the thoughts, feelings, and opinions of members of
the public they engage with, and with each other. And the
conversations are growing more fraught. In Getting to the Heart of
Science Communication, Faith Kearns has penned a succinct guide for
navigating the human relationships critical to the success of practicebased science. This meticulously researched volume takes science
communication to the next level, helping scientists to see the value of
listening as well as talking, understanding power dynamics in
relationships, and addressing the roles of trauma, loss, grief, and
healing.

The Craft and Science of Coffee Dec 06 2020 The Craft and Science of
Coffee follows the coffee plant from its origins in East Africa to its
current role as a global product that influences millions of lives though
sustainable development, economics, and consumer desire. For most,
coffee is a beloved beverage. However, for some it is also an object of
scientifically study, and for others it is approached as a craft, both
building on skills and experience. By combining the research and
insights of the scientific community and expertise of the crafts people,
this unique book brings readers into a sustained and inclusive
conversation, one where academic and industrial thought leaders,
coffee farmers, and baristas are quoted, each informing and enriching
each other. This unusual approach guides the reader on a journey from
coffee farmer to roaster, market analyst to barista, in a style that is
both rigorous and experience based, universally relevant and
personally engaging. From on-farming processes to consumer benefits,
the reader is given a deeper appreciation and understanding of
coffee's complexity and is invited to form their own educated opinions
on the ever changing situation, including potential routes to further
shape the coffee future in a responsible manner. Presents a novel
synthesis of coffee research and real-world experience that aids
understanding, appreciation, and potential action. Includes
contributions from a multitude of experts who address complex
subjects with a conversational approach. Provides expert discourse on
the coffee calue chain, from agricultural and production practices,
sustainability, post-harvest processing, and quality aspects to the
economic analysis of the consumer value proposition. Engages with
the key challenges of future coffee production and potential solutions.
Seeds of Science Nov 05 2020 'Mark Lynas is a saint' Sunday Times
'Fluent, persuasive and surely right.' Evening Standard Mark Lynas
was one of the original GM field wreckers. Back in the 1990s –
working undercover with his colleagues in the environmental
movement – he would descend on trial sites of genetically modified
crops at night and hack them to pieces. Two decades later, most
people around the world – from New York to China – still think that
'GMO' foods are bad for their health or likely to damage the
environment. But Mark has changed his mind. This book explains why.
In 2013, in a world-famous recantation speech, Mark apologised for
having destroyed GM crops. He spent the subsequent years touring
Africa and Asia, and working with plant scientists who are using this
technology to help smallholder farmers in developing countries cope
better with pests, diseases and droughts. This book lifts the lid on the
anti-GMO craze and shows how science was left by the wayside as a
wave of public hysteria swept the world. Mark takes us back to the
origins of the technology and introduces the scientific pioneers who
invented it. He explains what led him to question his earlier
assumptions about GM food, and talks to both sides of this fractious
debate to see what still motivates worldwide opposition today. In the
process he asks – and answers – the killer question: how did we all get
it so wrong on GMOs? 'An important contribution to an issue with
enormous potential for benefiting humanity.' Stephen Pinker 'I warmly
recommend it.' Philip Pullman
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Exploring Creation with Physical Science Mar 29 2020 This should be
the last course a student takes before high school biology. Typically,
we recommend that the student take this course during the same year
that he or she is taking prealgebra. Exploring Creation With Physical
Science provides a detailed introduction to the physical environment
and some of the basic laws that make it work. The fairly broad scope of
the book provides the student with a good understanding of the earth's
atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere. It also covers details on
weather, motion, Newton's Laws, gravity, the solar system, atomic
structure, radiation, nuclear reactions, stars, and galaxies. The second
edition of our physical science course has several features that
enhance the value of the course: * There is more color in this edition
as compared to the previous edition, and many of the drawings that
are in the first edition have been replaced by higher-quality drawings.
* There are more experiments in this edition than there were in the
previous one. In addition, some of the experiments that were in the
previous edition have been changed to make them even more
interesting and easy to perform. * Advanced students who have the
time and the ability for additional learning are directed to online
resources that give them access to advanced subject matter. * To aid
the student in reviewing the course as a whole, there is an appendix
that contains questions which cover the entire course. The solutions
and tests manual has the answers to those questions. Because of the
differences between the first and second editions, students in a group
setting cannot use both. They must all have the same edition. A further
description of the changes made to our second edition courses can be
found in the sidebar on page 32.
Janice VanCleave's Big Book of Play and Find Out Science Projects Apr
22 2022 Introduce young children to the wonders of science Using this
book as a guide, you and your favorite budding scientist can have fun
exploring the world while you help your child learn about science and
develop important science process skills. You may think it's hard to get
young children interested in science, but just watch their eyes light up
when they make bouncy blubber or play clay, or when you venture out
together in the backyard or local park for a bug-collecting expedition.
These are the kind of everyday explorations that give kids a great
foundation for a lifetime of science learning. In this terrific collection
of fun, kid-tested science activities, bestselling children's science
writer and former teacher Janice VanCleave has combined her favorite
science activities for young people into one jumbo-sized book that you
and your children will love. Janice VanCleave's Big Book of Play and
Find Out Science Projects includes over 50 easy-to-do activities and is
divided into four parts: PHYSICAL SCIENCE: Encourage kids to get
physical with science with questions such as: How does a compass
work? Why do I have to wear a seat belt? Why can't I catch a rainbow?
Why does my hair stick to a comb? NATURE: Help children answer
questions naturally including: Why do cats' eyes glow in the dark?
How do fish move up and down in the water? Why do plants move
toward the sun? Can squirrels really fly? BUGS: Challenge the science
bug in kids with questions such as: Why do fireflies light up? How do
butterflies drink? Where do spiders come from? Why are walkingsticks
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hard to find? HUMAN BODY: Capture children's imaginations about
the whole body of science with questions like these: Why do I have
hair on my body? How does my heart sound? Why do foods taste
different? Why are my bones hard?
Writing for Science Journals Apr 29 2020 One of the key tasks every
researcher must perform is publishing their work, and most of this
publication will occur in peer-reviewed journals. These publications
are essential for promotion, recognition, and creating a dialogue with
your colleagues around the world. Unfortunately, writing publicationquality manuscripts and guiding them through the peer-review process
is a difficult, time-consuming, and often frustrating task. In this book,
I'll teach you how to make the process easier based on what I've
learned from more than 25 years of helping authors publish more than
6000 papers in some of the world's most prestigious journals
(including Nature, Science, and PNAS). Writing for Science Journals
explains the details of every section of a journal manuscript, including
tips and tricks you won't find elsewhere about how to deal with the
peculiar ways that journals work with authors and reviewers. I'll also
deal with some of the implications of statistics and experimental
design that you may have learned in school, but possibly not in an
integrated form that guides you through the steps necessary to
perform publishable research. In each chapter, I'll provide a list of key
points that you can use as the basis for developing a learning plan. I've
also provided links to relevant online resources via a Links page that is
available only to purchasers of the book, and an errata and additions
page (see below) that will provide a forum for expanding on the book
until the 2nd edition is available.
Busy Ant Maths -- Teacher's Guide 6 Feb 26 2020 'Busy Ant Maths' is a
flexible whole school programme for primary maths that ensures
conceptual understanding and mathematical fluency from the start.
From Here to There Jun 24 2022 A wise and insightful exploration of
human navigation, what it means to be lost, and how we find our way.
How is it that we can walk unfamiliar streets while maintaining a
sense of direction? Come up with shortcuts on the fly, in places we’ve
never traveled? The answer is the complex mental map in our brains.
This feature of our cognition is easily taken for granted, but it’s also
critical to our species’ evolutionary success. In From Here to There
Michael Bond tells stories of the lost and found—Polynesian sailors,
orienteering champions, early aviators—and surveys the science of
human navigation. Navigation skills are deeply embedded in our
biology. The ability to find our way over large distances in prehistoric
times gave Homo sapiens an advantage, allowing us to explore the
farthest regions of the planet. Wayfinding also shaped vital cognitive
functions outside the realm of navigation, including abstract thinking,
imagination, and memory. Bond brings a reporter’s curiosity and nose
for narrative to the latest research from psychologists, neuroscientists,
animal behaviorists, and anthropologists. He also turns to the people
who design and expertly maneuver the world we navigate: search-andrescue volunteers, cartographers, ordnance mappers, urban planners,
and more. The result is a global expedition that furthers our
understanding of human orienting in the natural and built

environments. A beguiling mix of storytelling and science, From Here
to There covers the full spectrum of human navigation and spatial
understanding. In an age of GPS and Google Maps, Bond urges us to
exercise our evolved navigation skills and reap the surprising cognitive
rewards.
The Science of Citizen Science Sep 15 2021 This open access book
discusses how the involvement of citizens into scientific endeavors is
expected to contribute to solve the big challenges of our time, such as
climate change and the loss of biodiversity, growing inequalities within
and between societies, and the sustainability turn. The field of citizen
science has been growing in recent decades. Many different
stakeholders from scientists to citizens and from policy makers to
environmental organisations have been involved in its practice. In
addition, many scientists also study citizen science as a research
approach and as a way for science and society to interact and
collaborate. This book provides a representation of the practices as
well as scientific and societal outcomes in different disciplines. It
reflects the contribution of citizen science to societal development,
education, or innovation and provides and overview of the field of
actors as well as on tools and guidelines. It serves as an introduction
for anyone who wants to get involved in and learn more about the
science of citizen science.
Foundations of Data Science Jan 07 2021 This book provides an
introduction to the mathematical and algorithmic foundations of data
science, including machine learning, high-dimensional geometry, and
analysis of large networks. Topics include the counterintuitive nature
of data in high dimensions, important linear algebraic techniques such
as singular value decomposition, the theory of random walks and
Markov chains, the fundamentals of and important algorithms for
machine learning, algorithms and analysis for clustering, probabilistic
models for large networks, representation learning including topic
modelling and non-negative matrix factorization, wavelets and
compressed sensing. Important probabilistic techniques are developed
including the law of large numbers, tail inequalities, analysis of
random projections, generalization guarantees in machine learning,
and moment methods for analysis of phase transitions in large random
graphs. Additionally, important structural and complexity measures
are discussed such as matrix norms and VC-dimension. This book is
suitable for both undergraduate and graduate courses in the design
and analysis of algorithms for data.
Fireworks Sep 27 2022 7-10 yrs.
Make It Stick Sep 03 2020 Discusses the best methods of learning,
describing how rereading and rote repetition are counterproductive
and how such techniques as self-testing, spaced retrieval, and finding
additional layers of information in new material can enhance learning.
Who We are and how We Got Here Aug 26 2022 David Reich describes
how the revolution in the ability to sequence ancient DNA has changed
our understanding of the deep human past. This book tells the
emerging story of our often surprising ancestry - the extraordinary
ancient migrations and mixtures of populations that have made us who
we are.
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Entertainment Science Jul 01 2020 The entertainment industry has
long been dominated by legendary screenwriter William Goldman’s
“Nobody-Knows-Anything” mantra, which argues that success is the
result of managerial intuition and instinct. This book builds the case
that combining such intuition with data analytics and rigorous
scholarly knowledge provides a source of sustainable competitive
advantage – the same recipe for success that is behind the rise of firms
such as Netflix and Spotify, but has also fueled Disney’s recent
success. Unlocking a large repertoire of scientific studies by business
scholars and entertainment economists, the authors identify essential
factors, mechanisms, and methods that help a new entertainment
product succeed. The book thus offers a timely alternative to “NobodyKnows” decision-making in the digital era: while coupling a good idea
with smart data analytics and entertainment theory cannot guarantee
a hit, it systematically and substantially increases the probability of
success in the entertainment industry. Entertainment Science is
poised to inspire fresh new thinking among managers, students of
entertainment, and scholars alike. Thorsten Hennig-Thurau and Mark
B. Houston – two of our finest scholars in the area of entertainment
marketing – have produced a definitive research-based compendium
that cuts across various branches of the arts to explain the phenomena
that provide consumption experiences to capture the hearts and minds
of audiences. Morris B. Holbrook, W. T. Dillard Professor Emeritus of
Marketing, Columbia University Entertainment Science is a must-read
for everyone working in the entertainment industry today, where the
impact of digital and the use of big data can’t be ignored anymore.
Hennig-Thurau and Houston are the scientific frontrunners of
knowledge that the industry urgently needs. Michael Kölmel, media
entrepreneur and Honorary Professor of Media Economics at
University of Leipzig Entertainment Science’s winning combination of
creativity, theory, and data analytics offers managers in the creative
industries and beyond a novel, compelling, and comprehensive
approach to support their decision-making. This ground-breaking book
marks the dawn of a new Golden Age of fruitful conversation between
entertainment scholars, managers, and artists. Allègre Hadida,
Associate Professor in Strategy, University of Cambridge
Never Mind the B#ll*cks, Here's the Science Feb 20 2022 A
number one Irish bestseller, and winner of the Popular Non-Fiction
Book of the Year at the Irish Book Awards In this fascinating and
thought-provoking book, Professor Luke O’Neill grapples with life’s
biggest questions and tells us what science has to say about them.
Covering topics from global pandemics to gender, addiction to
euthanasia, Luke O’Neill’s easy wit and clever pop-culture references
deconstruct the science to make complex questions accessible.
Arriving at science’s definitive answers to some of the most
controversial topics human beings have to grapple with, Never Mind
the B#ll*ocks, Here's the Science is a celebration of science and hard
facts in a time of fake news and sometimes unhelpful groupthink. 'A
celebration of scientific fact in an era characterised by nebulous
subjectivity' Irish Times
Ambitious Science Teaching May 11 2021 2018 Outstanding
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Academic Title, Choice Ambitious Science Teaching outlines a
powerful framework for science teaching to ensure that instruction is
rigorous and equitable for students from all backgrounds. The
practices presented in the book are being used in schools and districts
that seek to improve science teaching at scale, and a wide range of
science subjects and grade levels are represented. The book is
organized around four sets of core teaching practices: planning for
engagement with big ideas; eliciting student thinking; supporting
changes in students’ thinking; and drawing together evidence-based
explanations. Discussion of each practice includes tools and routines
that teachers can use to support students’ participation, transcripts of
actual student-teacher dialogue and descriptions of teachers’ thinking
as it unfolds, and examples of student work. The book also provides
explicit guidance for “opportunity to learn” strategies that can help
scaffold the participation of diverse students. Since the success of
these practices depends so heavily on discourse among students,
Ambitious Science Teaching includes chapters on productive
classroom talk. Science-specific skills such as modeling and scientific
argument are also covered. Drawing on the emerging research on core
teaching practices and their extensive work with preservice and inservice teachers, Ambitious Science Teaching presents a coherent and
aligned set of resources for educators striving to meet the
considerable challenges that have been set for them.
Data-Driven Science and Engineering Oct 04 2020 Data-driven
discovery is revolutionizing the modeling, prediction, and control of
complex systems. This textbook brings together machine learning,
engineering mathematics, and mathematical physics to integrate
modeling and control of dynamical systems with modern methods in
data science. It highlights many of the recent advances in scientific
computing that enable data-driven methods to be applied to a diverse
range of complex systems, such as turbulence, the brain, climate,
epidemiology, finance, robotics, and autonomy. Aimed at advanced
undergraduate and beginning graduate students in the engineering
and physical sciences, the text presents a range of topics and methods
from introductory to state of the art.
Cambridge Primary Science Stage 5 Activity Book Nov 17 2021
Cambridge Primary Science is a flexible, engaging course written
specifically for the Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework.
This Activity Book for Stage 5 contains exercises to support each topic
in the Learner's Book, which may be completed in class or set as
homework. Exercises are designed to consolidate understanding,
develop application of knowledge in new situations, and develop
Scientific Enquriy skills. There is also an exercise to practise the core
vocabulary from each unit.
Get Ready for the Code A Oct 28 2022
Reimagining Science Education in the Anthropocene Aug 22
2019 This open access edited volume invites transdisciplinary scholars
to re-vision science education in the era of the Anthropocene. The
collection assembles the works of educators from many walks of life
and areas of practice together to help reorient science education
toward the problems and peculiarities associated with the geologic
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times many call the Anthropocene. It has become evident that science
education—the way it is currently institutionalized in various forms of
school science, government policy, classroom practice, educational
research, and public/private research laboratories—is ill-equipped and
ill-conceived to deal with the expansive and urgent contexts of the
Anthropocene. Paying homage to myopic knowledge systems, rigid
state education directives, and academic-professional communities
intent on reproducing the same practices, knowledges, and
relationships that have endangered our shared world and shared
presents/presence is misdirected. This volume brings together diverse
scholars to reimagine the field in times of precarity.
Teaching Science Online Jan 19 2022 With the increasing focus on
science education, growing attention is being paid to how science is
taught. Educators in science and science-related disciplines are
recognizing that distance delivery opens up new opportunities for
delivering information, providing interactivity, collaborative
opportunities and feedback, as well as for increasing access for
students. This book presents the guidance of expert science educators
from the US and from around the globe. They describe key concepts,
delivery modes and emerging technologies, and offer models of
practice. The book places particular emphasis on experimentation, lab
and field work as they are fundamentally part of the education in most
scientific disciplines. Chapters include: * Discipline methodology and
teaching strategies in the specific areas of physics, biology, chemistry
and earth sciences. * An overview of the important and appropriate
learning technologies (ICTs) for each major science. * Best practices
for establishing and maintaining a successful course online. * Insights
and tips for handling practical components like laboratories and field
work. * Coverage of breaking topics, including MOOCs, learning
analytics, open educational resources and m-learning. * Strategies for
engaging your students online. A companion website presents videos
of the contributors sharing additional guidance, virtual labs
simulations and various additional resources.
Big Science Experiments for Little Kids: A First Science Book
for Ages 3 to 5 Jun 19 2019 Entertainment meets education with
thrilling science experiments for kids ages 3 to 5 Young children are
naturally curious and love to discover new things about the world
around them. Big Science Experiments for Little Kids helps them
explore their inquisitive side with fun, hands-on experiments that
introduce them to STEAM concepts (science, technology, engineering,
art, and math). This standout among science books for kids 3-5
features: 20 engaging experiments--Learning is a blast as kids explore
basic scientific principles using everyday objects, like combining
raisins and soda to see the effects of carbon dioxide in Dancing
Raisins. Avenues for investigation--Children will develop problemsolving skills as they learn to ask questions, gather information, make
guesses, and explain their discoveries. Simple directions--Kids can
experiment with ease thanks to clear, step-by-step instructions that
foster independent learning and require minimal supervision from
adults. Explicit icons--You'll know how to properly plan thanks to
labels that alert you to a possible mess, when you may need to step in,
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and how long it should take to successfully complete the experiment.
Make learning come alive with Big Science Experiments for Little
Kids.
Stinky Science Jul 13 2021 Who knew science could be so smelly???
This innovative book is a complete exploration of the olfactory system,
with a side of gross-out hilarity. First, it tackles the basics, from why
things stink to how our sense of smell works (hint: it has to do with the
six million scent receptors way up inside our noses). Then, it moves on
to some specifics such as the link between smells and memories, some
of the stinkiest stinks on Earth, the chemicals smells are made of and
more! The eww! on every page is sure to hold every young scientistÕs
attention!
The World Book Encyclopedia Sep 22 2019 An encyclopedia designed
especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior
high school students.
Engines of Creation Aug 02 2020 This brilliant work heralds the new
age of nanotechnology, which will give us thorough and inexpensive
control of the structure of matter. Drexler examines the enormous
implications of these developments for medicine, the economy, and the
environment, and makes astounding yet well-founded projections for
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the future.
R for Data Science May 23 2022 Learn how to use R to turn raw data
into insight, knowledge, and understanding. This book introduces you
to R, RStudio, and the tidyverse, a collection of R packages designed
to work together to make data science fast, fluent, and fun. Suitable
for readers with no previous programming experience, R for Data
Science is designed to get you doing data science as quickly as
possible. Authors Hadley Wickham and Garrett Grolemund guide you
through the steps of importing, wrangling, exploring, and modeling
your data and communicating the results. You'll get a complete, bigpicture understanding of the data science cycle, along with basic tools
you need to manage the details. Each section of the book is paired
with exercises to help you practice what you've learned along the way.
You'll learn how to: Wrangle—transform your datasets into a form
convenient for analysis Program—learn powerful R tools for solving
data problems with greater clarity and ease Explore—examine your
data, generate hypotheses, and quickly test them Model—provide a
low-dimensional summary that captures true "signals" in your dataset
Communicate—learn R Markdown for integrating prose, code, and
results
Science 5 A Dec 26 2019 Science 5 A
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When We Cease to Understand the World May 31 2020 One of The
New York Times Book Review’s 10 Best Books of 2021 Shortlisted for
the 2021 International Booker Prize and the 2021 National Book
Award for Translated Literature A fictional examination of the lives of
real-life scientists and thinkers whose discoveries resulted in moral
consequences beyond their imagining. When We Cease to Understand
the World is a book about the complicated links between scientific and
mathematical discovery, madness, and destruction. Fritz Haber,
Alexander Grothendieck, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin
Schrödinger—these are some of luminaries into whose troubled lives
Benjamín Labatut thrusts the reader, showing us how they grappled
with the most profound questions of existence. They have strokes of
unparalleled genius, alienate friends and lovers, descend into isolation
and insanity. Some of their discoveries reshape human life for the
better; others pave the way to chaos and unimaginable suffering. The
lines are never clear. At a breakneck pace and with a wealth of
disturbing detail, Labatut uses the imaginative resources of fiction to
tell the stories of the scientists and mathematicians who expanded our
notions of the possible.
New Kind of Science Oct 24 2019
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